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On Lake Louise.
Early morning.
The path by the lake.
Over shallow waters.
Reflections.
A glimpse.
View from an old stump.
Lake Agnes.
Mt. Temple.
Mt. Hungabee.
Evening in Paradise Valley.
On the trail to Lake Moraine.
Lake Moraine.
The Valley of the Ten Peaks.
No. 7 and Mt. Deltaform from Wastach Pass.
Lake O'Hara—the heart of the Rockies.
The pool.
The outlet.
The man, the tree and the mountain.
Mt. Odaray.
Mt. Lefroy from Lake O'Hara.
Takakkaw Falls, Yoho Valley.

The Asulkan Glacier.

Tree-tops and mountain-tops.

Sir Donald through the trees.

Looking down the Illecillewaet Valley.

Summer snow at Marion Lake.

Eagle Peak.

Avalanche Peak.

The cloud.

The Illecillewaet Glacier.